
Game Summaries 

DRAWFUL  
Summary:  Each player receives a weird and unique prompt (i.e., Napoleon riding a squirrel) that they must try to draw 
on their mobile device (without the aid of an eraser). After each “artist” presents their work, everyone else anonymously 
submits a title that could fit this bizarre drawing. 

1. Enter yourself as a player in the game.  You will be asked to draw a picture of yourself (it can be anything you 
want to represent yourself as a player).  

2. Each player is given a unique prompt.  On your device, illustrate this prompt.  
3. Once the illustrations have all been submitted, the game will begin. 
4. One of the illustrations will be shared on the game board (computer screen).  Each player must type in a title for 

this illustration using his device.  
5. When the titles have all been submitted, then you vote for your favorite title. 
6. The game will reveal who voted for what title, what the real title is, and it will award points to each player.   

GUESSPIONAGE  
Summary:  Each turn, a single player makes their guess between 0-100%, based on the prompt. Then the other players 
wager whether the correct percentage is higher or lower than the guess.  

1. The game will choose one player at a time and present a question.  For example, you may be asked, “What 
percentage of people are stomach sleepers?”  Using your device, you enter a percentage. 

2. The other players will make a guess as to whether your percentage is too high or too low; they enter that guess 
on their devices. 

3. The game board on the computer screen will show you what everyone has guessed, it will provide the correct 
answer, and it will assign player points.   

4. The player that guessed gets points for how close they were to the truth. The other players get points for 
guessing the over/under correctly. 

QUIPLASH 
Summary:  Similar to the board game Balderdash, this game has players choosing their favorite responses to prompts for 
points.  

1. Enter yourself as a player in the game using your device. 
2. You will be given a ridiculous prompt (i.e., an inventive way to get rid of head lice). 
3. Using your device, provide a response.   
4. Two anonymous responses will be pitted against each other and players will vote for their favorite. 

LIE SWATTER 
Summary:  Bizarre facts will appear on the screen.  Decide whether this fact is true or a lie, and vote using your device.   

1.  Enter yourself as a player in the game using your device. 
2. Odd facts will appear on the game board (i.e., Pineapples are not native to Hawaii.) 
3. Using your device, decide whether the fact is the truth or a lie.    
4. The correct answer will appear on the screen and the game will award points.  

 



    

 
 
 
 

1. Enter a zoom meeting room with your YCC host.   
 

 
 
 

2. Using your device, (cell phone or tablet), go to “jackbox.tv” where you will be asked 
to enter a four-letter code.   The code on the screen in the zoom meeting room.  
 
 
 
 

3. Enter the room code your game host is providing on the computer screen.  
Enter your name; this is how your name will appear in the games we play. 
 
 
 
 
 

4. If you are the first one to enter the room, you will be the 
VIP and will have to click to start when everybody is in. 
 

5. Once everyone has entered the game, the game will begin 
in the zoom meeting room. You will use your device to 
submit your answers in the games.  
 


